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The two inch thickness of the Catalog of Wargaming and
Military Simulation Models issued by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff Studies, Analysis, and Gaming Agency, SAGA, attests to
the growth and significance of the use of simulation mod-:ls
in the United States military. This fact was related in a
recent and yet unpublished monograph for the Military
Operations Research Society. [Ref. 1] It highlights thst
simulation models have shown themselves to be potentially
useful to analysts, decision makers, and military planners
in that they represent particular interactions in the real
world and can be narrowed to contain only that portion of
the real world with which one is concerned. Simulation models
allow us to simplify particular aspects of real world hap-
penings in order to study and attempt to solve particular
problems. [Ref. 2]
Simulation models are not all-purpose. They cannot and
should not be contructed so as to represent everything and
handle every imaginable interaction possible in the particular
problem area under investigation. The construction and use of
a model should increase the understanding by both the designer
and the user of the particular process or interaction that is
being modelled. It should provide insight to both about the
processes and critical components which comprise the area under
investigation. When this happens, models can be useful tools
12

for decision making. They "can assist in comparing alterna-
tive weapon systems, tactics, environments, routing, training
methods, and so on." [Ref. 3]
To be effective as an analytic tool or planner's decision
aid however, the output of a model should be in a form that
conveys its meaning quickly and efficiently- Model outputs,
which are in a form that requires time-consujuing pouring over
rows, columns, and tables of numerical data, reduce or negate
the effective use of the model. At worst, such output products
discourage thorough analysis; at best, they waste a planner's
valuable time. Moreover, the rapid and concise representation
of outputs in a form that easily communicates the important
relationships in a problem can greatly influence the quality
and quantity of conclusions. Outputs in this form a] low an
analyst or planner to quickly dismiss inconclusi v^e arid erro-
neously hypothesized results and to devote more thorc'ugh
analysis to the obviously promising aspects of an in\-estigation.
B. PURPOSE
The purpose of this thesis is to describe a simulation
model and to demonstrate how the output of the model can be
enhanced for use as an analytic tool by the graphical presenta-
tion of its results. Specifically, various aspects of the
results of the Aircraft Penetration Model (ACPEN) will be
turned into graphics products which communicate at a planner's
glance the information that would otherwise require the time-




The Aircraft Penetration Model is a computer simulation
developed at the Naval Postgraduate School to model the
interaction between a SAM (Surface-to-Air) system and aircraft
attempting to penetrate the defended area. [Ref. 4] The
model has been used extensively as a classroom aid for graduate
courses in system simulation and wargaming.
B. SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION
Chapter II is a description of the ACPEN model provided
in order that the reader understand tiia underlying assumptions
and internal processes of ACPEN. This chapter serves to
acquaint the reader with the way in which data is developed
and accumulated within the model. In Chapter III an overview
is presented of the potential uses of tne ACPEN model. Its
uses for offensive and defensive planning ara examined as well
as its potential for suggesting answers to questions about
2 2
command and control (C ) and counter-C targeting. Chapter IV
suggests how computer graphics can prcviie a more useful and
informative medium for presenting output and presents examples
of the original and interactive version's ou'cput products.
Chapter V provides a description of changes '::hat were made to
provide flexible graphical output to ACPEN. It presents and
describes three products chosen to enhance ACPEN output: a
bar chart, a series of pie graphs, and an interactively
variable map. In Chapter VI the informational content of
each of the three products is contrasted with non-graphical
presentation with a view toward pointing out the enormous
14

benefits of graphics in enhancing human information processing
The final section. Chapter VII, summarizes how graphics pro-




II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ACPEN MODEL
A. BACKGROUND AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1 . Purpose of the Mode:! and Background
The Aircraft Penetration Model is a computer simulation
which models the flighr of up to ten airframes through an area
defended by up to ten surfa.ce-to-air missile sites. The model
was developed in 19S1 by Professor Alvin F. Andrus for use in
simulation classes at the Naval Postgraduate School. The ele-
ments of the model evolved from a class project which was
designed to demonstrate some of the basic techniques of simula-
tion. A second version of the model, which attempted to
simplify and make th-?. iimuJation more user friendly, was
developed by Lieutenant Command William Van Hoy. [Ref. 5]
This version, which orij.l he. referred as 'Interactive ACPEN,'
made significant additions to the computer code in the areas
of interactive data input s.nd formatting of the output products,
The ACPEN model focuses on the defensive aspect of the
attempted airframe penetration of the defended territory. It
utilizes user defined parameters for both the missile sites
and airframes to model the defending site's interaction with
the penetrating targets. This interaction takes place in the
form of the defending sites detecting and attempting to inter-
cept the penetrating airframes. Within the simulation, there
is no attempt to model airframe offensive action against the
missile sites. "The aircraft in the model play a passive role
16

and serve only as the set of stimuli needed to cause the
missile systems to act." [Ref. 6] Penetrating airframes
cannot defend themselves and can only influence the outcome
of the simulation l:)y their flight path relative to the
missile site locatj.ons and by maneuvering, which can cause
a degrade of an int:ercepting missile's capability for
effecting the Intercept.
2 . Entities ar.d Attributes Modelled
In order tC' simulate the interaction between missile
sites and penetrating airframes, the model utilizes the
following entities: missile sites, missiles, radars, and
airfram.es. The term airframe will be used instead of the
more specific term aircraft because airframe can refer to
aircraft, cruise missiles, or remotely piloted vehicles.
These additional categories of airframes can be modelled by
ACPEN, as was in fact done in the interactive version, and
can have significance to the use of the model as an analytic
tool.
Attribu.tes of the missile sites are listed in Table
II-l. The Missile Degrade Factor attribute is a multiplicative
factor applied to the missile system's probability of kill in
order to model reduced efficiency against targets which maneuver
during the course of an attempted intercept. The Inter-site
Data Sharing/Coordination attribute refers to one of two modes
within which the simulation can be run. In the uncoordinated
mode, missile sites are deemed to be autonomous and do not
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missile site will attempt to engage all targets winhin its
capabilities, regardless of whether the target is already
engaged by another site. In the coordinated mode, all missile
sites share engagement information and a given site is allowed
to fire missiles at an airframe only if no other site is
currently engaging that target.
The attributes of the Airframe Entities are listed in
Table II-2. Flight profiles include up to ten maneuver points
and define each airframe's altitude as well as its ground
track. Entry times are expressed in hours and effect only the
event storing discussed in Section 4 of this chapter. The
speed attribute is treated as a ground speed and is expressed




The ACPEN model is a stochastic model in that the
occurrence of chance events is determined based on Monte
Carlo techniques through the use of probabilities and a
random number generator. Within the model, rules provide
for the use of probability distributions to determine out-
comes rather than averages. A stochastic model can be used
by a planner to examine the variability of results if the
model is run a large number of times, called replications,
to obtain a distribution of outcomes. [Ref. 7]
4. An Event Step Model
Simulation models generally use two timing methods
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proceeds from period to period by fixed time increments; or
the event-stored method, in which the times of future events
are calculated based upon an action-reaction chain and then
stored in chronological order. [Ref. 8] ACPEN uses the event-
store method and the simulation proceeds from event to event
rather than by fixed intervals of time. More specifically,
ACPEN utilizes a linked list computer structure to store and
manipulate its chronological event list.
5 . Model Assumptions
In addition to the earlier mentioned assumption of no
offensive action by the penetrating airframes, the model
presently assumes discrete altitude changes by the penetrators.
That is, at a maneuver point an airframe instantaneously
changes to its new altitude, if an altitude change is indicated
to occur. The model assumes that missile sites will fire at
the nearest unengaged target and has no prohibition on tail
chases. The missile system uses a shoot-look-shoot firing
doctrine in which the results of a missile firing and attempted
intercept are assessed for result prior to a subsequent firing,
subject to the nearest unengaged target doctrine.
Although the model uses radar detection ranges based
on the combined radar horizon determined by the missile site
elevation and the target airframe's altitude, no terrain is
assumed in the model. Missile sites which are elevated with
respect to other sites do not block or inhibit the detection
or missile firing capabilities of the lower sites.
21

B. PROCESSES IN THE ACPEN SIMULATION
The processes which are involved in the ACPEN model can
be grouped into six basic categories: Initiating, Event
Processing, Event Calculating, Executive, Auxiliary/Utility,
and Input-Output. This section will describe some of the
most important operations which take place as computer sub-
routines within each of these areas in order that the reader
understand better how the simulation can be used. First
however, a brief description of the event list process is
in order.
1. Description of Events List and Free List Processing
The ACPEN model, as related earlier, is an event step
or event store simulation. The times at which future events
occur are computed and then put in chronological order on an
event list. Within the model, that list is manipulated as
five parallel linked lists or indexed arrays capable of storing
up to 500 events. For events that have been put on the event
list, the array element index number ties together the five
components of an event: its time, the event identification
number, the airframe number associated with the event, either
the associated missile site number or airframe maneuver num.ber,
and finally the link or index number which points to the next
chronological event. The event identification number is one
of ten numbers which uniquely represent the event types de-
picted in Table II-3. Initially the events list is empty and
all of the 500 prospective events are linked together as a free
































are maintained and as new items are added to the events list
they are taken off of the free list. Conversely, v/hen sched-
uled events are processed off the top of the events list or
cancelled, the index number of the event is return^id to the
top of the free list for reuse. The operation of the entire
model is based on the processing of events off of the events
list. Processing of an event, as will be described in subse-
quent sections, can generate new events which are stored in
the proper chronological order or can cause cancellation of
future events. When there are no events left: on ;he events
list or when the model time reaches a user-defined maximum
time, the simulation is complete for that replication.
2 . Description of Major Subroutine Ca tegories
The main program of the ACPEN model consists simply
of six subroutine calls. See Figure 2-1. The first call,
to INl , reads in all of the model data and run parameters
from a separate input file. The data in the input file is
in the FORTRAN NAME LIST form which eliminates the need for
precise column formatting when a user wishes to change data.
The input file contains run parameters for selecting the
types of output products the user desires and for selecting
the number of replications to be used within a given run of
the model. Replications allow a planner to use statistical
data generated over the course of a simulation run. Appendix
C shows the form of the NAME LISTS used in the original model,
The DO LOOP structure for the selected number of




Main Program Structure of the
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calls of the main program structure. Within each replication
these calls: initialize for the first and each subsequent
replication, output user selectee, data, set the airframe
maneuver points in the events list, take the top event off of
the event list, and output ran si;.mmary data. The single TNE
call initiates event processing which continues until no events
are left on the event list or until the user-defined maximum
time.
The overall hierarchy of program subroutine calls is
shown in Figure 2-2 with categories of each call indicated.
That hierarchy represents the program logic and structure.
It also shows the nesting of the subroutine categories which
are next examined.
a. Initializing Subroutines
Two subroutines within the replication do loop
structure serve the purpose cf initializing for processing
the event list structure. Trey are INITIALIZE (INIT) and
SET MANEUVERS (SETMAN)
.
The INIT subroutine performs two functions: it
initializes data at the start of the program and returns data
and model conditions to their user-defined starting values at
the beginning of each replication. In the first role, at the
start of the program, the INIT routine saves user-defined
parameters for use in subsequent replications. It also com-
putes and stores the horizontal and vertical components of
distance and speed for all pairs of maneuver points that have
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INIT computes and stores the times at which each maneuver
will take place. It also resets to zero cumulative statis-
tical data arrays used in each replication.
In i;s second function, resetting for subsequent
replications, the INIT subroutine returns model parameters to
their user-defined start values. It also initializes the event
list by rese'iting to zero each time, event, airframe number,
and missile site or maneuver number in the four parallel
indexed event ar;:ays. INIT sets pointers and links to place
all 500 prospective events on the free list and sets a pointer
to the top of th<2 now empty events list.
The 3ETMAN routine performs the critical task of
adding all oi the maneuver events to the events list. It is
critical because processing the initial maneuver events will
result in tha generation and addition of all other event types
to the event list. For each user-defined maneuver and each
airframe which is a player in the simulation, SETMAN accumu-
lates an event time, an event type, an airframe number, and a
maneuver number. The combination of these four data items
compose one event description. Each maneuver event so genera-
ted is added to the event list by a call to the executive
routine, STORE NEW EVENT (SNE)
.
At the completion of the call to SETMAN, the
events list contains only maneuver events. As will be seen
from the main program steps in Figure 2-1, a single TAKE NEXT
EVENT (TNE) call is all that is necessary to start and hence
28

complete the remainder of the simulation. This single TNE
call will subsequently add additional events and processing
of the events list in chronological order results in each
replication's completion.
b. Executive Routines
Executive routines perform operations directly on
events in the event list. The TAKE NEXT EVENT, TNE, routine
process6;s the top, or first, chronological event in the event
list. The STORE NEW EVENT, SNE , routine adds to the event
list eve;nts generated in the course of the simulation. It
does so by correctly inserting the new event in the chrono-
logically ordered event list. The CANCEL subroutine is used
to remo\ e events from the event list when interactions within
the model dictate that an event on the list will not occur.
Each of the executive routines, when the user has requested a
battle h.istory, will write a record of the event processed to
the output file.
The TNE executive subroutine processes the earliest
chronological event which is at the top of the events list.
It does this by means of a pointer to the top item of the event
list. The TNE routine checks whether the time of the event is
less than the user-defined maximum time, and uses the link
component of the event being processed to reset the top of the
event list pointer to the next event. Depending upon the type
of event which is obtained from the event type component of the
four parallel event description arrays, TNE calls one of the
29

event processing or event calculating routines. It is these
routines which determine whether additional events will be
added to or taken off of the events list.
The TNE routine also performs the task of returning
the processed event's component elements to the free list. It
accomplishes this by placing the just processed event index
number, or address, on the top of the free list, and linking
it to the previous top of the free list.
The SNE subroutine is an executive subroutine that
takes new events generated and places their time, event number,
airframe number, and missile site or maneuver number in the top
address of the free list. After resetting a pointer to the
next item, the new top of the free list, the subroutine uses
the time of the newly generated event to correctly insert the
event chronologically into the events list. Should the times
of two events be equal, the routine uses an event priority
system in which lower event numbers are scheduled before events
of a higher identification number. See Table II-3.
The final executive category routine is CANCEL.
This subroutine can be called by event processing or event
calculation routines when an event is to be cancelled from the
events list. This would occur, for example, when an airframe
is successfully intercepted and all events associated with
that airframe need to be expunged from the events list. The
CANCEL routine returns the position, or index number, occupied
by the cancelled event to the freelist. It adjusts the link
of the preceding event in the event list to skip over the
30

cancelled event by linking the cancelled event's predecessor
to the cancelled event's successor.
c. Event Processing Routines
When the TNE executive routine processes the top
event on the event list, it calls an event processing routine
based on the event number component of the event. There are
five event processing routines DETON, DETOFF, MAN, INT, and
FIRE.
The DETECTION ON, DETON, subroutine processes
detection events by checking whether the target airframe is
alive, using a flag value, and sets another aircraft detection
flag for the correct missile site-airframe combination. This
flag indicates whether a given airframe is detected by a given
missile site.
The DETECTION OFF, DETOFF, subroutine processes
detection off events by resetting the flag just mentioned to
an off condition. Detections are set to off when a target
moves out of radar range. The routine also changes the corres-
ponding detection time for a given airfrarae-missile site
combination to zero.
The MANEUVER, I^N, subroutine processes maneuver
events. Since when an aircraft maneuvers, it will change
events that had been scheduled on its previous track, the
routine uses the links of the event list to process through
the entire list looking for events involving the maneuvering
aircraft. If intercept events had been scheduled, as a
result of an already launched missile, the routine modifies
31

the results by calling the MODIFY INTERCEPT, MODINT, routine.
If scheduled detections, loss of detection, or missile firing
events are found for the maneuvering aircraft, the events are
removed from the events list by calls to CANCEL. Finally,
for each of the missile sites which is a player, the M.^N rou-
tine calls SDET and SFIRE to schedule detections, loss of
detections, and firing events.
The INTERCEPT, INT, event processing routine is
called by the TNE executive routine when one of three types
of intercept are indicated by the event number within TNE.
Event number 4 is a clean intercept during which the target
airframe does not maneuver. Event number 5 is a degraded
intercept in which a target aircraft maneuvers after a missile
has been launched at it. Event number 6 is an invalid inter-
cept in which the intercepting missile cannot intercept the
target airframe, as would happen if the target maneuvered to
outside of the intercepting missile's range.
The INT routine checks whether the airframe is
already scheduled to be killed, which is indicated by a flag
value. If it is not, the routine determines the appropriate
probability of kill, which can be reduced additionally by the
user-defined degrade value. INT then uses a random number to
determine the result of the intercept: airframe killed or not
killed. As a result of this process flags are set indicating
the results of the intercept attempt, and in all cases a call
is made to SFIRE3 which subsequently calculates when a kill
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assessment will be complete. The kill assessment time is a
user-defined value, common for all sites, which determ.ines
the delay for subsequent intercept attempts by a given missiln
site. This models the shoot-look-shoot doctrine which requires
a missile site to assess the results of a missile firing before
attempting to fire additional missiles.
The last event processing routine, FIRE, is called
by the TNE routine when one of four firing events is indicated
by the event number. Fire type events are: airframe not
killed, airframe killed, reload, and initial firing. The FIRE
subroutine controls firing events by maintaining a target
firing list for all sites. That list indicates which airframes
are being engaged and targeted by which missile sites.
The routine keeps track of the number of launchers,
directors or tracking radars, and missiles being utilized at
each of the missile sites. If the necessary missile firing
resources are available, the FIRE routine calls FLIST and
FSORT to add new targets to a site's firing list and to sort
the new firing list, respectively. These routines will be
described in the auxiliary routine section.
The FIRE routine schedules intercepts through calls
to SCHEDULE INTERCEPT, SINT, and subsequently to SNE . It also
processes through the entire event list when an airframe is
shot down to remove events associated with the dead airframe
by calls to the CANCEL routine.
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d. Event Calculation Routines
Event calculation routines are generally called
from within event processing routines and serve to calcuJ.ate
the times at which future events will occur. These event:
calculating routines in turn call SNE one or more times i.n
order to add new events to the event list. There are fi\-e
event calculation routines: MODINT, SDET, SFIRE, SFIRE2,
and SFIRE3.
SFIRE2 computes the time at which a missile
launcher for a given site can be reloaded based on a user-
defined reload time which is common to all sites. The rcutine
then sets the event to FIRE2, which is a reload and calls SNE
to store the scheduled event on the events list.
In a like manner, SFIRE3, which is called by the
INTERCEPT routine, computes the kill assessment completicn
time for a scheduled intercept. At the kill assessment com-
pletion time, the results of the intercept are made available
to the site and additional event processing, such as additional
missile firing, may be necessary. The SFIRE3 routine calls
SNE to add a fire event to the event list. The fire event will
be either an airframe killed or an airframe not killed events
depending upon the results of the random number draw within
the calling INT routine.
The SCHEDULE DETECTION, SDET, and the SCHEDULE
FIRE, SFIRE, subroutines are called from within the MAN
routine in order to determine if the maneuvering airframe,
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based on its new track, can be detected or fired upon by-
each of the participating missile sites.
The SDET event calculation subroutine determines
if and when a detection takes place. To do this, it first
computes the combined radar horizons for a given airframe-
site combination. This computation accounts for the effects
of the altitudes of both the target and the site. Next, using
the lesser of the combined radar horizon or the maximum radar
detection range, the SDET routine uses the geometry of the
airframe's current track to solve for detection and loss of
detection times, when detection is possible.. This is accom-
plished by using the quadratic formula to solve for the roots
of a second degree polynomial in one unknown. Detection on
and off coordinates and times are found by solving in three
distinct cases: when there is no x-direction component of
airframe speed, no y-direction component of speed, and when
both components are present. The end result of the SDET sub-
routine is that detection-on and detection-of f times are
determined and calls to SNE add the events to the event list.
Detection times by airframe-site combination are also stored
for use in cross checking with firing events to prevent
anomalies such as firing before an airframe is detected.
The SFIRE event calculation subroutine similarly
uses the geometry of the airframe's possible path through the
missile site's effective missile range to compute earliest and
latest times to fire at each target, where firing is possible.
Again, geometry of the airframe's flight path and expressions
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for airframe and missile speed enable solution by using the
quadratic formula in the three cases mentioned above. The
solution for missile firing times are compared to detection
times to check for contradictions and the latest time to fire
for each airframe-site combination is st:ored for additional
cross referencing. When a valid missile firing solution is
obtained, a call to SNE adds a fire event to the event list
in the proper chronological order.
The SINT event calculation subroutine is called
from within the FIRE event processing routine to schedule
intercepts and uses the known geometry of the intercept
situation to solve for the intercept coordinates. These
coordinates can then be used to solve for the intercept time
and an intercept event is added to the event list by a call
to SNE. In addition, the SINT roucine performs these functions
it tallies counters for shots and engagements, calls SFIRE2 to
schedule a reload of the launcher, decreiments the number of
launchers and detectors in use, ?ind decrements the number of
missiles at a site.
The last event calculatj.on routine is MODIFY
INTERCEPT, MODINT, which is called by the MAN routine to
determine the effect on an intercept when the target airframe
maneuvers while an intercept is taking place, that is after a
missile launch. MODINT considers the current location of the
intercepting missile and the target airframe and then uses the
known geometry of the new track and the quadratic solution to
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check whether a valid intercept can still be made. The MODINT
routine can cancel appropriate events from the event list by-
calls to CANCEL or it can store new events such as a degraded
intercept or an invalid intercept by calls to SNE
.
e. Auxiliary Routines
The fifth category of subroutines used in the
ACPEN simulation include the ajxiliary routines. There are
two such routines: FLIST, which adds new targets to the firing
list for each site^ and FSORT, which sorts the target firing
list after a new item is added.
The FIRE ORDER LIST, FLIST, subroutine is called
from within the FIRE event processing routine. It maintins
a target list for each of: zhe j^articipating missiles sites.
The purpose of this list is to keep track of whether a given
airframe is on a given missile site's prospective target list.
This process is accomplished by use of flag values. The FLIST
routine calculates the target's distance from the site and
this is used as the basis for firing order. These distances
are sorted by the other auxiliary routine, FSORT, in order to
identify the nearest unengaged targets. FSORT is a bubble
sort in which consecutive passes are made through the target
firing list comparing adjacent distances and exchanging those
that are out of order. [Ref. 9] The process continues until
no exchanges are made in a pass, indicating the list is in




The final category of routines include the input-
output routines. INl, OUTl, and 0UT2 perform the function of
reading in model data, run parameters, and user output requests
and then producing the desired output. Examples of the actual
output products will be presented and discussed in Chapter IV.
The INl input subroutine reads in all model data,
run parameters, and user output product requests from a sepa-
rate input file. Data is read using the name list structure.
An example of the input file is provided in Appendix C. In
addition to specifying which missile sites and airframes are
players, input parameters determine the coordination mode,
maximum time, random number generation seed, and the number of
replications in the run. The type of output products are
determined by the setting on the last five variable names.
OUTIN set to one results in a printout of all input data.
Likewise, OUTBHT, OUTBHS , and OUTBHC , when set to one result
in the printout of battle histories of: events taken from the
event list, events stored on the event list, and events can-
celled from the list, respectively. The last input name
variable, OUTSK, results in a printed table of shots and kills
by site and airframe combination for each replication.
The OUTl routine prints a listing of the input
data as well as each airframe's speed components and time at
each maneuver point. The final output routine, 0UT2, accumu-
lates and provides summary data of the results aggregated over
all replications. This output provides data on the average

number of shots at each airframe by site, and likewise the
average number of kills per site. Airframe results include
average nuiTiber of shots at each airframe and average number
of kills per airframe.
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III. POTENTIAL USES OF AN ACPEN SIMULATION iMODEL
A computer simulation model, such as ACPEN, can be used
by operational planners as a decision aid for allocating
forces and to test alternative strategies and tactics for
offensive and defensive operations. In this section, potential
uses of an ACPEN-type model will be briefly discussed in order
to set the foundation for why graphic enhancement of the model
-is needed. Examples of the kinds of planning decisions which
can be improved through the use of an ACPEN-type model will
be addressed in the following areas of planning: offensive
operations, defensive operations, command and control, and
targe: planning against command and control systems.
A, USES FOR OFFENSIVE PLANNING
Results derived from an ACPEN-type model would be very
beneficial in planning offensive strikes against a defended
target complex. Planned and alternative penetration tactics
could be run against the known or suspected defensive missile
site characteristics of the enemy and the results used to
compare alternate plans and measure the relative effectiveness
of various offensive tactics.
The first step, therefore in using an ACPEN-type model to
plan and evaluate alternate offensive operations would be that
of obtaining intelligence information that v/ould allow accurate
representation of the defending forces. Intelligence estimates
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concerning the types of radars and their range characteristics
as well as numbers of search and tracking radars, and probable
inventories of missiles at each site would be required. His-
torically known or estimated probabilities of kill, degrade
factors for maneuvering targets, reload times, and kill assess-
ment times would be further requirements to accurately model
the defense. The quality of decisions made on the basis of
the simulation model may be greatly influenced by the accuracy
of the defending parameters used in the simulation. It should
also be noted that the use of the simulation model would be
most reliable if used against a relatively static defense
configuration or one in which timely and complete intelligence
could furnish accurate defensive information shortly before a
proposed attack.
With the defense location and characteristics loaded into
the model, offensive scenarios could be used employing his-
torically proven tactics, such as low altitude and high speed
penetrations of the defended target complex. The end of run
data for all replications which shows average shots and average
kills by missile site-airframe combination would provide a
useful tool for analyzing which airframes successfully complete
the penetration and identifying the sites which provide the
greatest threat of interception. In these tables, shown in
Figure 3-1, the ten missile sites are represented by the rows
and the ten airframes are represented by the ten columns.
Above these tables, the variable, PSUC, represents the success-
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the fraction of replications in which N aircraft remain
alive at their last maneuver point. In addition, the four
variables printed at the bottom of this figures summarize
the run data by providing: the average number of shots at
each airframe for all replications, TAS; the average number
of kills per airframe for all replications, TAK; the average
number of shots per missile site, TMS ; and likewise, the
average number of kills per missile site, TMK . For each of
these variables, the eleventh column represents the average
number for either all airframes, TAS and TAK, or all sites,
TMS and TMK.
This data can be used by planners since it highlights
which airframes are attrited by which sites, or combination
of sites, and can be used as a basis for changes in tactics
to minimize exposure to the more threatening defenses.
1. Determination of the Effects of Routing and Altitude
The initial runs of the model using historical or
proposed tactics would serve as a stepping-off point from
which to vary the parameters over which the attacker has
control: routing through the defended area, airframe alti-
tudes, and the timing of the attack. The relative effects of
these changes when run in the model, individually or in
combination, would contribute to a planner's ability to
improve and perfect his tactics.
The innovative introduction of an additional airframe
attribute to the model, that of radar cross section, was used
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in the interactive version of the model. This added a
significant capability for modelling near future penetration
scenarios involving pilotless air vehicles and roll back
techniques, in which the defending forces are attacked pro-
gressively by a variety of systems. The radar cross -section
attribute assigns to each airframe one of three integer values
which identifies the airframe as a: fighter, bomber, or cruise
missile. Radar cross-section was used in the interactive
version to affect the detection range of a target by utilizing
different shaped decreasing exponential functions and Mcnte
Carlo techniques to reduce and randomize the range at which
targets with smaller radar cross-sections would be detected.
The use of this attribute can yield increased realism tc the
simulation model and allows it to simulate attacking scenarios
that employ an initial wave of cruise missiles or remotely
piloted vehicles (RPVs) . In an actual attack, thj.s initial
wave could be used to eliminate defending sites or nerel.y to
affect the penetration by attempting to saturate the defensive
capabilities
.
The results of running the simulation model with any
of the above changes or combinations of changes would indicate
the relative merits of decisions on tactics to be employed.
Primarily, through using the percent successful penetration
figures and the tabular data on shots and kills by site-
airframe combination, a planner would have an adequate means
of testing alternatives to arrive at decisions concerning the
routing, speed, and altitude of the attacking force.
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2. Determination of the Effect of Loss of a Site
Although ACPEN does not possess the capability to
simulate a strike that would eliminate a defending site, the
results of such an action can be modelled and thus improves
the usability of the model as an offensive planning aid. In
order to roughly study the effect of eliminating a defending
site, a planner can simply turn off that site's player parame-
ter, MP in the input file, so that the sitv3 does not partici-
pate. Although this approach would not model any attrition
of forces which might take place in the a.:.tack and destruction
of the missile site, it can subsequently predict the effect
on follow-on airframes in the same or a subsequent penetration.
It is significant to note that planners using the
tabular data of the ACPEN model would find it necessary to
make frequent references to a map or coordinate grid to
correctly identify missile site and airframe interactions.
Without such references, the tabular output of the model would
be meaningless in that a planner could not tell whether there
was no site-airframe interaction in a given case because the
airframe did not penetrate in the vicinity of a site or because
the airframe was destroyed by another site encountered earlier
in its routing. With only the tabular output data,, planners
would be hindered in analyzing the when, where, and why aspects
of the penetration model. When was a given airframe success-
fully intercepted, where did the intercept occur, and why did
it occur? More importantly, because the analyst could only
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surmise the reason for an intercept, he would be ill-equipped
to recommend alternative tactics to reduce attrition of the
attacking forces.
B. USES FOR DEFENSIVE PLANNING
The ACPEN model serves as a double edged sword in that it
would be of significant value in planning for the anti-air
defense of a target site or complex as well as a tool for the
offensive attack planner. When used for defensive planning
and analysis, intelligence data would be required to estimate
the parameters of the potential attacking forces and to deter-
mine their most likely avenues of approach. Geography, terrain,
and enemy airframe range considerc>.tions would serve to limit
the latter possibilities for many target complexes. As a
defensive planning tool, the model would be run using existing
or proposed defensive characteristics against various likely
attack scenarios. As in the offensive planning use of ACPEN,
the summary data on percents of successful penetrations accord-
ing to number of aircraft that survived and the average shots-
kills tables per airframe-site combination would be the most
useful data for use in planning.
1. Determination of Site Location and Required
Performance Characteristics
The average shots and kills tables could be used to
recognize airframes which were statistically successful in
penetrating the defended area. This information would then
be used as a basis for locating missile sites in more desirable
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positions and in positions where the sites would more support-
ively interact with other defense sites. In addition to
supplying information about the efficiency of site location,
and allowing for measuring the; relative efficiencies of alter-
natives, the ACPEN model would aid a defensive planner in
allocating limited resources c:orrectly. The effects of varying
missile intercept capability and radar maximum detection range
could be obtained from the model and used as the basis for
decisions on which types of defense units and equipment to
position at which locations.
2. Determination of Site Inventories and Configurations
Logistic and material decision-making could also be
enhanced through the use of an ACPEN- type model. By running
the model against various penistration scenarios, such as
various attack routings, speeds, altitudes, and numbers of
attackers, defensive planners would be able to detect short-
falls or surpluses in missile inventories at sites or in the
number of tracking radars or launchers. The results of alter-
native resource allocations could be compared to arrive at
more effective distribution decisions for missile and launcher
inventories as well as decisions on the placement of spares.
Even long range production decisions on quantities of missiles
to be procured could be influenced based on missile usage
patterns revealed in the use of the ACPEN model.
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C. USES FOR COMMAND AND CONTROL AND TARGET PLANNING DECISIONS
The ability of the ACPEN model to simulate both coordina-
ted and uncoordinated modes of operation, in which missile
sites' abilities for data sharing is affected, enables the
model to be used for another important function in planning.
This use has values in both the offensive and defensive planning
roles. By allov/ing the model user to observe the effects of
site data sharing in the coordinated mode versus those of auto-
nomous operation in the uncoordinated mode, the model permits
a comparison between results achieved in each mode and thus the
value of the missile site command and control system can be
measured.
From the defender's point of view, model results could be
used to place a value on the importance or contribution of the
command and control network that permits data sharing or coordi-
nation. If the results achieved without command and control
coordination were not significantly worse than those with
data sharing in the coordinated mode, defense planners could
decide to use resources more effectively in other areas, such
as, increasing missile and launcher numbers. On the other
hand, if results of model runs in the coordinated mode had
significant advantages, then fewer resources could be devoted
to missiles and radars in order to more effectively field and
harden the command and control network.
From the offensive planner's standpoint, comparison of the
results achieved in both the coordinated and uncoordinated modes
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of the model would allow decisions to be made on the value
of attempting to disrupt the defensive command and control
system. If model results in the coordinated mode gave the
defender significant advantage, the offensive planner could
better establish the value of air strikes, jamming, and
electronic counter-measures which would attempt to place the
defending sites in the autonomous, uncoordinated, mode of
operation.
In this section, a brief, and by no means exhaustive,
description of how an ACPEN model can be used as an analytic
tool for aiding decisions in planning offensive, defensive,
and command and control operations has been given. The uses
of the node.'- discussed here will serve as the foundation for
examining how the format and presentation of the model data
can be impr<Dved and how graphic presentation offers the most
effec'cive means for allowing a planner or analyst to assimilate
and use the information supplied by the model.
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IV. WHY 3RAPHICS ENHANCEMENT IS NEEDED
This chapter wilL describe how visual perceptions improve
man-machine interaction and how graphical presentation can
contribute to rapid and efficient information processing.
Recent developments in graphics technology and use of graphic
software packages to produce effective graphic products will
be explained. The later part of the chapter will describe the
evolution of ACPEN output and relate the advantages of computer
graphics for :Lmproving ACPEN's use as a planning and analytic
tool.
A. ADVANTAGES 07 COMPUTER GRAPHICS
1 . How Visual Perceptions Improve Man-Machine Interaction
Accordiiig to research by Haber and Wilkinson reviewed
in the IEEE's Transactions in Computer Graphics and Applica-
tions ^ "Virtually every aspect of the study of human memory
has shown that organized or potentially organizable material
is perceived, retained, comprehended, and retrieved better
than unorganized material." [Ref. 10] Furthermore, in a 1956
landmark paper entitled "The Magical Number of Seven Plus or
Minus Two," George Miller argued conclusively that the number
of items a person can compare, retain, or respond to at one
time is limited to about seven unrelated items of information.
[Ref. 11] In that article. Miller names these unrelated items
of information, 'chunks ',. and goes on to explain how information
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forms a chunk to a perceiver or rememberer when he knows a
rule that links all of the components together. Chunks of
information which can be grouped into successively larger
hierarchies of groups form the building blocks of memory
organization.
The 'magical range of 7 +2' applies primarily to
short term memory, but the principle of 'organizational
chunking' a.ffects all memory. What is more, overwhelming
evidence has been found that, "visual data, in the form of
scenes and pictures, are often processed in visual terms
alone, without any corresponding translation or recording
into verbal labels or representations." [Ref. 12] Pictures
appear to have a more direct access to memory than other
sources of information and therefore can be used effectively
to aid in the interpretation of data. "Each picture acts as
a coherent chunk, possessing its own organization" and requires
no additional chunking to link it to other information or data.
[Ref. 13]
The significance of these research results is that they
add credence to the old adage, "A picture is worth a thousand
words." But more than this, it means that any graphic display
presented to a viewer will be perceived as an "integrated image
in dimensional space." [Ref. 14] A properly constructed
graphic display can therefore be perceived as an integrated
whole, with its own distinct meaning and significance, rather
than as an array of numbers in a table. That integrated image
formed and "the ability of the human visual system to achieve
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organized perceptions of information that is not necessarily
visual" represents the key to more effective use of the ACPEN
model. [Ref. 15] By presenting the data produced by the model
in a manner that takes advantage of the visual display proces-
sing capabilities of the human eye and mind, tremendous advan-
tages and efficiences can be achieved over the current tabular
form.
2 . Recent Developments in Graphics Technology
Computer graphics has become one of the most spectacular
branches of computer technology. The images produced have been
shown to be an extremely effective medium for communication
between man and computer because, "The human eye can absorb the
information content of a displayed diagram or a perspective
vifBW much faster than it can scan a table of numbers." [Ref.
16 1 However, even though the capabilities of computer graphics
have been recognized for years, it has been only recently that
the cost of graphics technology has fallen to a level that is
affordable. In addition, the recent widespread marketing and
distribution of video games has demonstrated to millions the
possibilities for the creation and manipulation of pictures
with the aid of a computer.
Even more significant than the ability to create images
that convey enormous chunks of information to the observer is
the introduction of interactive computer graphics. This in-
volves two-way communication between the computer and user:
the computer, upon receiving signals from the input device,
can modify the displayed picture appropriately. [Ref. 17]
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with such a capability, a user can request and modify the
composition of displays so that the chunks of information
presented to him as graphics will contain only the data and
relationships required. The principal benefit of interactive
computer graphics is the rapidity with which displays can be
generated and altered in conjunction with the rate at which
the graphical information can be assimilated by the interactive
user. [Ref. 18] Data and relationships that would take pages
of words or numerical tables can be conveyed within seconds
that it takes to create and display a graphic.
Another aspect related to computer graphics deserves
mention because it bears on the uses of computers in simulations
such as ACPEN. "Present day computers are designed primarily
to solve preformated problems or to process data according to
predetermined procedures." [Ref. 19] However, the use of
computer graphics offers a capability for solving difficult
unpreformated problems by displaying intermediate results during
an "intuitively guided trial-and-error procedure" in which a
user and the computer communicate and cooperate." [Ref. 20]
In such a process, graphic display by the computer can be used
to deduce flaws in reasoning or to reveal unexpected trends in
the solution of a problem.
3 . Graphic Software Packages
A graphics system is the collection of hardware and
software designed to make it easier to use graphic input and
output in computer systems. "Without such systems, graphics
application programs would be extremely difficult to write;
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only the most expert programiners would be competent to write
them, and their rate of production would be very slow." [Ref.
21] It is only as a result of the development of graphic
systems that it is becoming possible to exploit the potential
of computer graphics on a large scale.
Given that the technology to create high resolution
computer graphics exists and has become affordable and the
development of a wide variety of display devices, the final
component necessary to produce quality graphic products is
the software package which produces the images on a display
device. Without this interface that can efficiently process
user graphic commands and the results of applications programs,
a programmer would be relegated to the position of drawing
each component of a display line by line, and constructing
letter labels segment by segment.
The software component of a graphics system is fre-
quently referred to as the graphics package. It is a set of
subroutines or functions used by an application program to
generate pictures on a plotter or display device. It can also
be used to manage graphical interaction. To be useful, a
graphics package must be independent of hardware features of
specific computer designs and of highly specialized applica-
tions programs.
The Display Integrated Software System and Plotting
Language (DISSPLA) is the graphics package that was chosen to
graphically enhance the output of ACPEN because it became
available in mid-1982 for use on a number of display devices
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at the Naval Postgraduate School. "DISSPLA is a library of
Fortran subroutines that facilitate plotting." [Ref. 22]
Designed for engineers, economists, statisticians, and scienti-
fic programmers, it can produce high quality graphic products
for use on a wide variety of display devices. Besides being
computer and output device independent, DISSPLA is a relatively
easy language to use. By using simple and straight-forward
commands such as 'graf', 'title', or 'curve' with appropriate
input arguments, a programmer is able to create the profes-
sional looking graphic charts and graphs which will be seen in
the next chapter. Like many graphics software packages,
DISSPLA is based on interactions that are invisible to the
user. This is accomplished by "passing the user's parameters
to an internal web of subroutines linked by a 'nervous sytem'
of labelled common blocks." [Ref. 23] Once the user prescribes
the parameters for a particular plot, they are rem.embered by
DISSPLA and do not have to be repeated.
To produce simple plots, DISSPLA can require fewer than
ten instructions. More sophisticated displays, such as those
chosen to present how the output of-ACPEN can be enhanced, are
also achievable. The DISSPLA package includes many easily
used enhancements to the appearance of graphic products in-
cluding different alphabets and styles, shaded bar charts and
pie graphs and plotted curve smoothing.
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B. EVOLUTION OF ACPEN OUTPUT
In this section previous output of the ACPEN model v;ill
be described in order to illustrate the advantages of graphic
presentation of the simulation's results. Output products of
the original model will be compared to those of the interactive
version. Differences between the products will be noted and
shortcomings that could be improved by graphic presentation
will be discussed.
1. Original Model Output
The output available from the original ACPEN model
included four basic products: a product which echoed the
input data, a shots and kills table for each replication, a
battle history showing events from the event list, and enc-
of-run statistical data about average shots, kills, and
penetrations
.
The first product, entity characteristics, shown in
Figure 4-1, contains, in table form, data which was used as
input and data computed within the INIT routine: airframp-
times at each maneuver point, AT, and speed components, AVX
and AVY, for each leg. The use of this product would be for
maintaining a record of the input data and for cross-checking
that the input data was correct. To check the input data a
planner would need to do an item by item check against his
desired input. There would be no way of making a quick check
for gross errors in the input data. Also, since the airframe
data was grouped according to characteristics, AX, AY, AVX,
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etc., checking a maneuver point would require associating an
x-coordinate with the correspondingly positioned y-coordinate
and comparing the result to the planner's data and/or map from
which the data was generate<i.
A portion of the second product, a battle history, is
shown in Figure 4-2. This at-first, bewildering assortment of
numbers represents eventis s -ored on, taken from, and cancelled
from the model's event list. The first column in any row of
figures represents the time of an event; the second colum, the
event number; the third, the airframe number; and, the fourth
column, either the missile site number, or the maneuver number
for maneuver events. The oEfsets of the columns have signifi-
cance in that those offset furthest to the left are events
being taken or processed off of the events list by TNE , those
offset furthest to the right are events being cancelled from
the events list by CANCEL; and rows displayed neither left nor
right are events being stored on the events list by SNE. If
a planner chose to analyze and plot where and why particular
events occurred, he would have to translate the numbers of
events taken to their correct meaning and then use the speed
components to plot locations of sequences of events.
The shots and kills data table presented in Figure 4-3
is the third ACPEN output product and is printed at the user's
request for each replication. The columns represent the ten
possible airframes shot at or killed and the rows represent




Example of ACPEN Output
Part of Battle History
l.CO 3 1 1
1.39 a 1 2
1,5A ^ 1 3
l.CO 3 2 1
1.21 •a 2 2
1.35 3 2 3
l.CO •a 3 1
1.21 3 3 2
1 .32 ^ 3 "a
1.38 z 3 4
1.00 3 I 1
1.22 1 1 1
1.32 2 1 1
1.24 1 1 3
1.40 2 1 3
l.OC a 2 1
1.21 1 2 1
1 .40 2 2 1
1.21 10 2 1
1.28 1 2 2
1.31 2 2 2
1.20 1 2 3
1.52 2 2 3
1.27 IC 2 3
l.OC 3 3 1
1.21 *1 •a 1
1.39 2 3 1
1.21 10 3 1
1.24 1 3 2
1.35 2 3 2
1.19 1 3 3
1.53 2 3 3
1.27 10 •3 2
1.L9 1 a 3
1.2C 1 2 3
l.:?l 1 2 1
1.21 10 2 i
1.23 4 2 1
1.23 9 2 1
1.21 3 3 2
.21 1 3 1
.21 10 3 1
.2^ 1 3 2
.27 10 2 3
.35 2 3 2
.39 2 3 1
.53 2 3 3
1.21 1 3 1
1.34 2 3 1
1 .21 IC 3 1
1.23 1 3 2
1.31 2 3 2
1.44 2 ^ 3
1.24 10 3 3
1.21 3 2 2
; .27 10 2 3
.2S 1 2 2
'
.31 2 2 2
1 .40 2 2 1
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analyst with limited and specific information about airframe-
site interactions. This data does not provide information
about where events took place: where was the airframe detected
or how close was it to the site. The table does not directly
show the effect of airframe altitude on an attempted penetration.
Nor does the table provide specific clues as to how to alter
airframe tactics or site location in order to achieve different
results.
The final ACPEN output product, the end of run summary
and average shots and kills table, shown in Figure 4-4 gives
the most useful statistical data. However, the tabular nature
of the information shown makes it difficult to draw conclusions
and to make comparisons. To find the best performing site or
airframe, the planner would need to compare each of the figures
in any given row. Information about percentage of kills to
shots fired between the sites require calculations as well as
reference to several numbers in multiple columns.
2. Interactive ACPEN Output
In attempting to make the ACPEN model more user friend-
ly, the interactive version made some improvement in presenting
the model's output in a form more usable to a planner.
Figure 4-5 shows the first output product of interactive
ACPEN model, which records the input data as well as speeds and
times computed within the INIT routine. In this product, all
data associated with each airframe is contiguous. The coordi-
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taken in at one glance. This facilitates for the planner both
cross-checking the data and noting where changes occur, such as
variations in altitude or speed. Clear labelling of rows and
columns eliminates the possibility of misinterpreting an un-
labelled column.
The battle history product of this version of ACPEN
shown in Figure 4-6, clearly identifies the components of each
event by column headings. Stored and taken events are made
more easily distinguishable by the column labelled 'Action.'
In this product, all events added to, or stored, on the events
list as the result of a take are grouped together. This can
be seen in mid-figure where a maneuver event taken results ia
the addition of five pairs of detection events. As in the
original model output, no spatial relationships can be seen
and questions about where and why an event occurred would
require time consuming calculation and cross-referencing.
The shots and kills tables and end of run sijmmaries
shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8 present the same data as t>e
original model but the presentation is strengthened and the
chance for interpretation error is reduced by the row and
column labelling. However, like the original model's data,
performance comparisons for airframes and sites would still
require item by item comparison. Significant trends or
differences are not obvious and the tabular data would require
careful study in order to draw conclusions by measuring results
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The conclusion to be drawn from the previous section
is that although the data produced by the ACPEN model can be
used for planning- and analysis, the data needs to be put in
a form that communicates its meaning more readily. To be
more effective as; a tool for analysis, ACPEN data must be
presented m a form which communicates the spatial relation-
ships of the airframe-site interactions of the model. Numeri-
cal and tabular data must also be presented in a manner which
quickly comraunicates trends and enhances making comparisons.
Chapter V will describe the graphics program and products
designed to achieve such results.
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V. GRA.PHICS OUTPUT PACKAGE FOR THE ACPEN MODEL
This chapter will describe the approach that was taken to
provide graphics enhancement to the output of the ACPEN model.
It will explain the goal of an independent graphics program
and note changes made to the model itself and the new output
files. Finally, the graphics products chosen to enhance ACPEN
output will be described.
A. GOAL: AN INDEPENDENT AND ADAPTABLE GRAPHICS PROGRAM
Alth.ough graphic enhancement of the ACPEN model could have
been achaeved by adding graphic producing subroutines to the
model it:self and by communicating the necessary model data
through the use of common blocks as was done in the model
itself, a more adaptable approach was taken. This approach
v;as to alter the ACPEN program and subroutines only slightly
so that they would retain their original clear and concise
organization and so that the model's modularily would not be
obscured by the addition of the large blocks of computer code
necessary to produce graphic output. In order to accomplish
this, the output data of the ACPEN model which was needed by
the graphics producing routines was written to two separate
output files. This separation of the ACPEN model from the
graphics main program and subroutines eliminated the require-
ments to rerun the ACPEN model each time a graphic product was
desired. It maintained the independence of the ACPEN model
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and made the graphic enhancement program package adaptable
for use with other computer simulation models which utilize
events occurring on a grid coordinate system.
1. Changes to the ACPEN Model
Because a basic consideration in enhancing the output
of the ACPEN model was to alter the main ACPEN program and
subroutines as little as possible, changes were made to only
four of ACPEN 's twenty subroutines: INIT, INI, 0UT2 , and TNE
In addition, a short computer function, NEWPOS, was added
which is called from TNE to compute event locations.
All changes or additions to the original ACPEN model
code are preceded and followed by the letters, CG, in columns
one and two of the graphically modified ACPEN code provided
in Appendix A.
The initializing routine, INIT, has a single line
added which sets to zero a counter for the number of events
sent to the graphics output file, GDATA. The input routine,
INI, has been altered by adding eleven items to the name lists
which are read from the input file. Table V-1 depicts the
added items. The MG, MRMG, AG, and EVTSG variables each have
a dimension of ten and when set to one in the input file re-
sult in: missile site, missile site range marks, airframe,
and event graphics to be displayed on the output map for the
respectively numbered entity. The ten elements in the EVTSG,
event graphics variable correspond to the ten event identifi-





Added to the Input File
MG (1-10) - MISSILE SITE GRAPHICS PLAYER
1 = Display all 'enabled' events
associated with site
j? = Do not display events
associated with site
MRMG (1-10) - MISSILE SITE RANGE MARK GRAPHICS
(1 = Display all 'enabled' events
for this airframe
j2f = No Range Marks)
AG (1-10) - AIRFRAME GRAPHICS PLAYER
(1 = Display all 'enabled' events
for this airframe)
j2f = No events for this airframe)
EVTSG (1-10)- EVENTS GRAPHICS SELECTOR
1 = Display events of
specified type
J? = Do not display events
of the specified type
BARG - Request for Bar Chart Output
PIEG - Request for Pie Chart Output
MAPG - Request for Map Output
IXORIG - X-Minimum Coordinate Value for Map
IXMAX - X-Maximum Coordinate Value for Map
lYORIG - Y-Minimum Coordinate Value for Map
lYMAX - Y-Maximum Coordinate Value for Map
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such as detections, will be displayed on the graphics map.
The final seven items in the input file define which graphic
products are to be produced and supply the minimum and maximum
coordinate values for the map area the user desires.
TNE has been altered to store the airframe number,
missile site number, event number, and the x and y coordinate
values of events taken from the events list. This is only done
on the first replication of a run of the ACPEN model and only
if the user has requested a map.
The 0UT2 routine has been changed to produce two addi-
tional output files which contain model data and graphic
parameters described in the next section.
The function NEWPOS was added to the ACPEN model in
order to compute the x and y coordinates of events taken from
the event list by TNE. NEWPOS computes the coordinate position
based on: an airframe's last maneuver point, its speed com-
ponent, the time of the event as it is processed by TNE, and
the time at which the airframe was at its last maneuver point.
2 . Additional Output Files
The 0UT2 subroutine has been altered to write the
model graphic parameters to one output file, GPARAM, and to
write all other necessary model data to a second file, GDATA.
GDATA contains all airframe and missile site data necessary
to plot locations and ranges on a map and the run summary data
to be presented in graphic form. It also contains the list of
events and locations stored as they were taken off of the
events list to be used in portraying event locations on a map.
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A separate file was used for the graphic parameters so that
they could be interactively varied by the user.
B. DESCRIPTION OF GRAPHIC PRODUCTS
Three graphic products were chosen to enhance the output
of the ACPEN model and make it more useful as an analytic
tool: a bar chart, a set of pie graphs, and a map. A bar
chart product and pie chart product were chosen for their
abilities to display particular numerical relationships. A
map product was chosen as an essential product to represent
the tracks of the airframes relative to the positions of the
missile sites and to show the location of airframes as particu-
lar events occurred. The representation of progressive events
on an airframe's track would depict the passage of time by
showing how far an airframe has moved between events.
Each product attempts to fulfill basic objectives of
graphic presentation. These objectives are that the produces
be: (1) accurate representations of the facts, (2) clear,
easily read, and understood, and (3) designed and constructed
to attract and hold attention. [Ref. 24] In addition, graphics
for enhancing models, such as ACPEN, should serve the dual pur-
pose of transmitting information and supporting analysis of the
information presented.
1. ACPEN Bar Chart Product
The bar chart product. Inventory and Average Shots and
Kills by Site, is shown in Figure 5-1. It shows the initial



































































site that can participate in the ACFEM simulation. A bar
graph product was chosen because this method of representation
is "one of the most useful, simple, adaptable, and popular
techniques" that can be used. [Ref. 25] Bar charts are parti-
cularly appropriate for comparing the magnitude of parts of a
total. In this product average shots and average kills are
shown as parts of the total, initial missile inventory. The
one dimensional or columnar bar chart utilises the eye's
ability to readily perceive the proportionality of the magni-
tudes depicted. More specifically, the chart is a grouped
bar chart which permits comparisons with respect to more than
one type of data. In the graphic of Figure 5-1, proportion
information about each site can be considered sfjparately or
relative performance can be compared across all sites.
The information depicted in Figure 5-1 can represent
up to thirty pieces of information produced by A.CPEN. It
shows a planner or analyst in a single visual scene the magni-
tudes of each site's original missile inver.tory, and the
average number of missile shots and kills which took place
over all replications in the ACPEN model's run. More signifi-
cantly, it shows a planner the relative values of each piece
of data represented. Without having to reference each number
in a row of figures, as was done in the tabular data output
of earlier versions, the viewer of this product can take in a
more easily compared chunk of information.
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This graphic product provides the planner a quick way
of cross-checking part of his input data, the initial missile
inventories of the sites. From eicher a knowledge of the
input data or a cross-check of his input, the planner can
quickly spot errors in using an incorrect data value. The
magnitudes of these figures stand out because they will always
be the tallest bars in each site group. The top of the y-axis,
representing numbers of missiles, will always indicate the
largest missile inventory of all participating sites. As a
result of this, a planner can rapidly note the proportion of
missiles allotted to all sites as compared to the site or
sites with the largest inventory.
2. ACPEN Pie Graph Product
Figure 5-2 illustrates the pie cfraph product chosen
to enhance ACPEN ' s output. It presents, in pie graph form,
two forms of results from the ACPEN mod(2l: Average Aircraft
Percent Successful Penetration and \verage Kills as a Per-
centage of Shots Fired by Site. A pie chart graphic was
chosen because of its ability to portray component relations.
[Ref. 26]
The Average Aircraft Percent Successful Penetration
pie graphs show, for each airframe, the percentage killed and
survived components over all attempts or replications. For
each airframe, an analyst can note its rate of successful
penetration and can quickly compare rates among all airframes.




to rapidly begin investigating the reasons for a particular
result. The data represented in this portion of the product
contains perhaps the most important result of ACPEN, both from
the standpoint of attack oriented and defense oriented planners,
each airframe's average penetration rate. In the original
model's output the data represented by the ten upper pie graphs
is printed as a row of decimal numbers which require item by
item comparison. Without a product that quickly depicts the
success rate of each airframe, a planner or analyst would be
required to refer back to each of the values in the tabular
output of the original versions.
In a like manner, the Average Kills as a Percent of
Shots by Site portion of the product shows, for each site,
the percentage of kills and misses components of the total
shots for all replications. Each missile site's kills to
shots ratio is rapidly communicated without the need for
calculation. VJhen a siite fires no missiles and this ratio
cannot be computed, a no shots message in place of a pie
rapidly communicate this fact to the viewer. The information
graphically presented in the bottom portion of the pie graph
product represents in a single picture the information that a
planner would need to calculate by reference to up to ten pairs
of numerical data presented in the original version of ACPEN
.
The visual depiction of the individual ratios and the relation-
ships between sites is more easily comprehended as a chunk of
information and conclusions or hypotheses for alternative
actions can be reach more quickly.
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It will be noted that the ratio depicted in the pies
of the bottom portion of the figure contain the same informa-
tion shown in the bar chart. That is, the pie graphs represent
the ratio which is depicted by the relative height of the kills
column to that of the shots column in bar chart. This is an
example of how various relationship can be expressed in dif-
ferent ways by graphic presentation. In this case, the pie
graphs better cind more explicitly express the parts to whole
relationship.
By prefsenting all ten pie charts in each group together,
the viewer cannot only perceive the proportions for each site
and airframe but can observe relative performance between sites
and airframes.
3. ACPEN 4ap Product
The ma? product is the final and most useful graphic
produced to enhance the output of the ACPEN model. See Figure
5-3, The map provides a viewer with a visual depiction of the
spatial relationships between penetrating airframes and de-
fending missile sites that would otherwise need to be manually
plotted from the coordinate data that serves as the input to
the ACPEN model. The map product, whose use will be described
in greater detail in subsequent sections, depicts the location
of the missile sites by numbered hexagons and their associated
maximum missile and maximum radar detection ranges by concen-
tric circles around the site. Airframe flight profiles are
depicted by lines connecting small numbered aircraft symbols.
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These symbols represent the airframe maneuver points as sup-
plied in the input data. All identification numbers associa-
ted with symbols are positioned to the right and slightly
below the symbols. For the airframe maneuver points and the
missile site locations, the numbers represent the airframe
and site numbers respectively.
All other symbols on the map represent events as they
occur on the airframe tracks. The meaning of each event
symbol is shown in the legend. The numbers to the lower right
of each event symbol identify the missile site number associa-
ted with the event. For example, in Figure 5-4 the triangular
symbol located near the bottom of the map depicts a clear
intercept event as a result of action by missile site number
4. This event involves aircraft number 4, since it occurs
along this airframe's flight path.
Event symbols are grouped in the legend into three
categories corresponding to the types used in the ACPEN model.
Diamond shaped symbols depict detection events, both detection
set to on and off; triangular symbols, including the upright
and inverted overlapping pair, depict intercept events; and,
square symbols depict fire events.
Note in Figure 5-4, that an aircraft killed symbol,
the dark square, actually represents the fire event of when
the missile site assesses the results as a killing intercept.
The kill in fact occurred at the time and position of the
earlier intercept, depicted by the triangular clean inter-
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aircraft not killed fire event represents the position of the
target airframe when the missile site assesses the results of
an unsuccessful intercept and attempts to fire a subsequent
missile.
Finally, it is a feature of the ACPEN map that air-
frames which are not successfully intercepted and killed are
shown with the small aircraft symbols pointing up toward the
top of the map. Airframes which are killed are represented
by an aircraft symbol pointing down. The direction the symbol
points for each airframe is the same for all maneuver events
of that airframe. It does not change in mid-profile when an
airframe is successfully intercepted. In Figure 5-4, because
airframes 1 and 4 are pointing down, an analyst would recog-
nize them as non-survivors even without the presence of the
dark square, aircraft killed symbols.
C. DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERACTIVE ASPECTS OF THE MAP
The graphics data file, GDATA, produced by the ACPEN model
contains the results of the first replication for all player
airframes and missiles, as well as the events which represent
their interactions. The sites, range marks, airframe tracks,
and events shown on the first map produced after the model is
run reflect the setting of the graphic parameters in the ACPEN
input file which were used to run the model. When this first
map is completed, the user may interactively alter the presen-
tation of this information so that it more effectively meets
his needs for analysis. The map can be redrawn with the

option of turning on or off the presentation of site data,
range marks, airframe data, or event data. The map area can
also be expanded or reduced in scale, providing a zoom in c:c
out capability. By zooming in, a more uncluttered presenta-
tion of an area of interest is provided. Figures 5-5 and 5-6
demonstrate this capability where a small area of interest in
Figure 5-5 is expanded in Figure 5-6. A planner may alter
the map as many times as desired and may obtain printed hard
copy graphic products of any map displays that satisfy his
particular requirements by pressing a button on the display
device.
One final capability is provided by the map. The
ACPEN model provides as output the Random Number Seed used
for each replication as generated by the raode-1. Thus if a
replication, other than the first, is of interest to the
planner using graphics, then this replication can be
recreated with graphics output by running the model for one
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VI . EXAMPLES OF GRAPHIC OUTPUT TO MAKE ACPEN A BETTER TOOL
This chapter v/ill present excimples of the three products
chosen to enhance the output of A.CPEN for use as an analytic
tool or planner's decision aid in orc.er to discuss and con-
trast graphical output with the tabular data produced by the
original and interactive versions of ACPEN.
A. BAR CHART EXAMPLES
1. Example 1
The bar charts shown in Figure 6-1 and 6-2 show the
results of two runs of the ACPEN modol with missile sites in
the uncoordinated mode. The input data for both runs was
identical except that sites 6, 9, and 10 were turned off as
players in the run whose results are shown in Figure 6-2.
Results could then be compared by an analyst to observe the
effects of the loss of sites 6, 9, and 10. Figure 6-2 reminds
the analyst which sites are not participating without the need
to reference two separate tables as was necessary in the origi-
nal output products. In those products, the average shots and
kills tables showed zeroes for non-participating sites which
could be ambiguous to the analyst. Did a site fire no missiles
and have no kills, or was it a non-participant in the simula-
tion? Only by cross-referencing the input data and the shots
and kills table could an analyst know how to correctly inter-

























































presentation clearly represents what took place in the
simulation.
The graphic displays make significant changes stand
out. Comparison of the two products shows the changes in the
distribution of shots and kills. Sites 1 through 5 have little
or no change, revealing that the loss of the three non-player
sites did not significantly affect their interaction with the
penetrating airframes. However, sites 7 and 8 were signifi-
cantly affec:ted as can be seen by the large change in their
missile usage. Of particular interest to the analyst of this
chart is site 7's usage of an average of 6.2 missiles. The
height of the inventory bar and this number indicates that on
some replications site 7 used all of its missiles and could
reveal to tie analyst the need for a larger inventory at this
site. Site 5's usage of no missiles in either model result
indicates the possibility of relocating this site or of allo-
cating some of its missiles to site 7.
2 . Example 2
Figure 6-3 is an example of a model run whose results
clearly portray that site number 5 did not fire any missiles.
The single large bar stands out to cue a planner that there
may be a cuase for investigation. Why were no missiles fired
from site 5? Was it because a no airframe flew within range
of this site's missiles or because a potential target for this
site was intercepted before it reached the site in question?
Only reference to a map and/or a product showing successful
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3 . Example 3
Contrasting the results of ACPEN model runs shown in
Figure 6-4 and 6-5 illustrates how graphics can be used in
2planning or making decisions about the missile sites' C
system. The first results^ pictured in Figure 6-4, show the
graphic product for a simulation in the coordinated mode,
which simulates inter-site data sharing. The second graphic,
depicted in Figure 6-5, shows results for the same scenario
but in the uncoordinated mode. A side by side comparison of
the two results makes apparent significant changes for both
sites 3 and 9. These differences quantify and highlight the
expected higher missile usage in the uncoordinated mode and
2
could be used for decisions concerning C -weapons tradeoffs.
The relative cost difference between increased missile usage
2m the uncoordinated mode and that of maintaining the C
system would contribute to determining which area to emphasize.
This example points out the need for reference to other
data. Graphic portrayal of the data contained in the bar chart
cannot stand alone. Data on missile usage and kill effective-
ness needs to be used in conjunction with data on how many
airframes are successful in penetrating the defended area for
accurate decision making. This information is graphically



















































B. PIE GRAPH EXAMPLES
1. Example 1
Figure 6-6 contains the results needed to support the
data presented in the bar chart product. It contains the
model results for the run which produced the bar chart produce
of Figure 6-1, From the top portion of the product, a defense
system planner would quickly recognize the high effectiveness
of his system against all airframes but number 4. The graphic
product would prompt him to investigate alternate systera
characteristics to achieve a higher kill rate gainst that;
airframe. Alternately, an offense oriented planner would be
prompted to investigate why airframe 4 achieved its level of
successful penetration and to alter the tactics of other air-
frames to improve their penetration rates.
The Average Kills as a Percentage of Shots by Sir.e
portion of this figure highlight that sites 5 and 9 fired no
missiles and the effectiveness of sites 2 and 8. Also, che
proportion of kills to shots can be cross-checked with the
results of Figure 6-1, where, for each site, the percentage
represented in the pie graphs corresponds to the ratio of the
kills bar magnitude to that of shots.
2, Example 2
Figure 6-7 show the results of another run of the
ACPEN model. In this product, non-participants stand out
without the ambiguity of the zero entries in the average


















the model run depicted, the significant results are high-
lighted: airframes numbers 1, 2, 4, and 8 were the only
ones surviving the penetration and each only survived a
small percentage of the attempts. A result such as this
would quickly alert a defense system planner to investigate
why these airframes were able to survive. Based on his
findings he could test alternative locations or characteris-
tics of the defense system to achieve a 100 percent rate of
kill. An attack planner would want to look for the reason
that these airframes were successfuJ. and possibly use their
routing or flight profile to improve; on the attacker's
overall success rate.
C. MAP EXAMPLES
The graphics map is a necessary product to effectively
utilize ACPEN as an analytic tool. The map can be construc-
ted with or without: events traces, missile sites, or
airframe tracks. Each possible combination has some value
to the user for varying his perspective in interpreting the
scenario and model output.
1. Example 1
The product shown in Figure 6-8 depicts the maximum
radar detection ranges and the maximum missile range for
each of six missile sites. This map is useful to a planner.
It shows the missile threat areas which have been manually
shaded in this figure. By using this information, a defense
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adjust by relocating his sites or changing the site equipment
characteristics. An offense oriented planner could better
plan his penetration routes and tactics by searching for weak
areas in the defensive coverage.
2. Example 2
Figure 6-9 depicts another important analysis benefit
to the graphic map product. In this figure, both airframes 3
and 4 have identical characteristics except speed. Airframe
3 has a speed of 553 while airframe 4 has a speed of 400. In
the top half of the figure, the effects of their speed dif-
ference can be seen. This is reflected in the figure by
airframe 3 travelir.g further between events than the slower
airframe 4. ?^, experienced analyst would be able to recognize
this reflection of relative speed and it would help him in
hypothesizing and testing alternative solutions or in deter-
mining the reason for changes in the model's outcome.
In the lower portion of the map the effect of altitude
is depicted. Airframes 1 and 2 have identical flight paths
relative to missile site 1 except that airframe 1 is at 3000
feet and airframe 2 is at 1000 feet. The model result depicted
is that the airframe at the lower altitude, number 2, is not
detected until it is closer to the defending site. It should
be noted that the loss of detection event is also affected by
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3 . Example 3
Figure 6-10 shows the results, in the uncoordinated
mode, on the inbound leg of three airframes which fly straight
into a defended area. The results show that all three air-
frames are successfully intercepted, since they all point
toward the bottom of the map. Since there appear to be several
symbols very close together the user may wish to take a closer
look at the area where the intercepts occur. By interactively
zooming in on the area of interest the plot of Figure 6-11 is
obtained. In this instance the user has specified x-coordinate
boundaries of 80.0 and 150.0 and y-coordinates of 40.0 and 125.0
In Figure 6-11 the events are more clearly depicted but there
is symbol interference, as for example in the middle of the map
vhere the detection-on symbol for site 4, the diamond, and the
initial fire symbol for site 5, the square, are superimposed.
By interactively de-selecting site number 4, the resultant
Figure 6-12 is obtained. This demonstrates the ability of the
planner to select and de-select range marks, airframes, missile
sites, and/or each of the event types. He can therefore clean
up the most cluttered graphics depiction so that the results
can always be examined down to the finest detail. This gives
the analyst the unique ability to investigate and answer the
why and where questions that frequently arise as the result of
simulations. He can do so quickly and easily without having
to reconstruct positions from the speed component and maneuver
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The bar chart and pie graph products associated ^\'iti-i
the straight-in penetration attempt of the last two figures
are given in Figures 6-13 and 6-14 respectively. The results
in Figure 6-13 clearly show a low missile usage for the simple
straight-in penetration scenario. Figure 6-14 highlights the
effectiveness of the defensive system against such a penetra-
tion since no airframes survive. In Example 4, these results
will be compared to a scenario in which the same three air-
frames attempt another penetration but this time using maneuver
designed to degrade the performance of the intercepting missiles
4 . Example 4
Figure 6-15 depicts the tracks for a maneuvering pene-
tration, again in the uncoordinated mode, with all event symbols
and range marks turned off. The airframes routing relative to
the missile site locations is clearly portrayed. Figure 6-lb
shows the range marks for the missile sites so that a planner
could visualize the path of the airframes relative to the
maximum missile ranges for each site. Note that even before
any events are depicted on the map the downward pointing air-
craft symbols indicate which airframes will be intercepted and
killed in the first replication. Figure 6-17 shows the results
of this run of the model with only aircraft killed and invalid
intercept events depicted. Also the zoom feature has been used
to alter the size of the map and focus on the area where inter-
actions occurred. From this graphic, an analyst could note the
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the lack of them for airframe number 3 which is apparently
hit by the first missile launched by site 5.
Figures 6-18 and 6-19 are the bar chart and pie
graphs associated with this maneuvering penetration and
comparison with Figures 6-13 and 6-14 show the significant
changes in the numbers of missiles fired and successful
penetrations that result from maneuver during the course of
the penetration. The maneuvering penetration clearly causes
more missiles to be fired and improves the successful penetra-
tion rates for airframes 1 and 3. By experimenting with
alternate maneuver tactics an analyst could attempt to further
improve upon the a-':tacker ' s successful penetration rate. He
might note from comparison with the other two airframes that
adjusting the maneuver points for airframe number 2 appears
to offer the best alternative for improving its performance.
D. C^ EXAMPLE
The results pictured and described in Examples 3 and 4 for
straight-in and maneuvering penetrations were both run in the
uncoordinated mode. In order to demonstrate the ability of
graphic products to quickly convey results which could be used
2in decisions concerning the value of the C system which
supports the inter-site data sharing of the coordinated mode,
the results of a run in this mode are presented in Figures
6-20 and 6-21. A comparison with the graphic products of
Figures 6-18 and 6-19, which reflect the results of the
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reveals the value of the C system. The successful penetra-
tion ratios for airframes 1 and 3 are reduced from 28 to 12
percent and from 28 to 8 percent respectively. The number of
missiles fired can be seen to decrease dramatically. These
results demonstrate the value of the coordinated mode in
reducing missile usage and could be used to measure the value
2
of the defense C system.
The examples presented in this chapter have been simple
and straight-forward. The intent of the examples was to
highlight the tremendous potential that graphical enhancement




The graphic enhancements provided and explained in this
thesis make the ACPEN model more than just a number cruncher
that spits out rows and columns of data. ACPEN now becomes
a more usable tool that presents its output in a particuli^rly
useful way. Graphic presentation of the ACPEN data, particu-
larly the interactive use of its map feature, stimulates the
imagination and encourages a user to analyze why the results
occur the way they do. The graphic capabilities introduced
here will at the very least make future users more willing
to invest some time in understanding the model. But, inore
importantly, the graphic enhancement of ACPEN cannot fail to
convince future users of the tremendous potential of computer
graphics for communicating the meaning of large chunks of
information. Chunks of information that would otherwise
require the tedious and time consuming assimilation of the
information content of tabular data.
Significantly, the graphic enhancement program produced
for ACPEN is adaptable to the output of any map and event
based simulation. Because the program was designed to use
only the output data and event locations provided by ACPEN,
it could effectively be piggy-backed onto other simulation
models with only minor changes to their main program code.
This aspect of the graphics program makes it a potential
contributor to simulation models other than ACPEN.
123

The most challenging aspect of this thesis project was
designing and creating the computer software which would
provide graphic enhancement to the ACPEN model. The computer
listing for that code is contained in Appendix B and is well
documented to provide guidance should changes or further
enhancements be added to the program. Appendix E ;.s a User's
Manual for the graphically enhanced version of ACPEN which
provides guidance to the casual user and interested student
on obtaining graphics products from the model. The User's
Manual contains recommendations on how best to utilize the
interactive map feature and a variety of instructions for
using the DISSPLA system and display devices at the Naval
Postgraduate School. It also contains a listing of all of
the files necessary to run the model as well as the executive
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SOURCE CODE FOR ACPEN GRAPHICS PROGRAM
(AGP)
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USER'S MANUAL FOR ACPEN GRAPHICS
I. Purpose
It is t.'.ie purpose of this manual to enable the reader
to use the graphically enhanced Aircraft Penetration Model
(ACFEN-G) and to obtain the graphic products showing the
results of the model from the ACPEN Graphics Program (AGP)
.
In explaining use of the ACPEN-G version, this manual
will describe only aspects of the ACPEN simulation model
which were changed to provide graphics output. It will be
assumed that the reader is familiar with the use of the
original model. Procedures necessary to use the AGP to
produce graphic products and utilize the map feature of the
AGP will be described in detail. Procedural descriptions
will be oriented toward use at the Naval Postgraduate School
where the graphics enhancements were developed.
II. Programs Utilized
In order to obtain graphics products showing the results
of the ACPEN model two computer programs are necessary.
The First, ACPEN-G, is a variation of the original ACPEN
model. In this version, two output files are created which
store model data and results, in addition to the original
model's output. The two additional files are: GPARAM,
containing the graphics parameters set by the user in the
ACPEN-G input file; and, GDATA, containing model results and
event data necessary to create the graphic products. The
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graphics parameters in GDATA. describe the products requested
by the user and the composition of the map product.
The second program necessary to produce ACPEN graphics
is AGP, the ACPEN Graphic Program. This is the program that
produces the graphic displays using the DISSPLA graphics
software package. This program uses the GDATA and GPARAM
files created by ACPEN-G as its input. The AGP creates up
to three graphic products depending upon parameter settings
witihin the GPARAM file: a bar chart product and a pie graph
prcjduct depicting model results plus an interactively variable
map product. The bar chart product shows model results indi-
caiing initial missile inventory and average shots and kills
da ;a for each missile site. See Figure 1, Sample Bar Chart
Product. The pie graph product depicts both aircraft success-
ful penetration rates and the kills to shots ratio for each
missile site. See Figure 2, Sample Pie Graph Product. The
last product available is the ACPEN map whose initial size
and composition are determined by user selected parameters
from the ACPEN-G input file. See Figure 3, Sample ACPEN Map
Product.
After the initial map is completed, requests to change
the area and information depicted on the map are handled
interactively from the key-board terminal. When the user has
entered all desired changes and indicates he is ready to draw
a new map, the new graphic parameters are recorded to the









































continue, with the user selectively obtaining hard copy
prints of any display, until no more changes are requested
at which time the program ends.
III. Explanation of New Variables in the ACPEN-G Input File
Users familiar with the original ACPEN need only be aware
of the addition of eleven new variables in the model's input
file in order to run the graphically enhanced version., ACPEN-G,
These parameters determine the graphic displays produced and
the area and composition of the map product. The variables
are added to the Fortran NAME LIST format of the input file:
two within MISS, describing missile site parameters; one
within AIR, describing aircraft parameters; and, eight withi:.i
DATA, describing user output requests.
Within the MISS NAI4E LIST, the parameter, MG, with a
dimension of ten, indicates, for each of the ten possible
missile sites, whether the site will be a graphics player in
the first map produced by the AGP program. The MG parameter
for each of the sites can be set to either zero, indicating
that it is not to be a graphics player, or one, indicating
that the site will be a graphics player. I^Jhen a site is a
graphics player, its site symbol will appear on the ACPEN
map product. In addition, events which occur as a result of
action by that site will also be depicted if the event type
is also selected within the EVTSG variable to be described
below. When a missile site is set as a graphics non-player,
no events associated with that site will appear on the map
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product. The graphics player parameters affect only the
graphics composition of the map product. They do not in any
way affect the simulation results.
Also within the MISS NAME LIST, the MRMG variable
controls the display of the missile site range marks for
each of the ten sites. With the MRMG variable for a
particular site set to one, the maximum missile and maximum
radar detection range marks for that site will appear in the
first map product. A setting of zero, for a partj.cular site,
will inhibit the drawing of range marks for that site.
In the same manner, within the AIR NAME LIST, the
variable AG, set to one or zero, determines the graphics
status of each of the ten aircraft. When set to zero, the
associated aircraft will not be a graphics player dnd j ts
maneuver points and track will not be depicted on the initial
map product. In addition, for a non-graphics player, no
events associated with the aircraft will be displayed. When
the AG variable is set to one, the track and maneuver points
of the aircraft will be shown on the map product. Also,
events involving the aircraft will be depicted if both the
MG variable, for the site associated with the event, and the
EVTSG variable, for the event type, are enabled by a setting
of one.
Within the DATA NAME LIST, the EVTSG variable, set to one
or zero, determines the graphics status of each of the event
types. Event identification numbers for use in setting these
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parameters are shown in Figure 4 and correspond to the
numbers within the ACPEN model. When a particular EVTSG
variable, for example number one for detection-on events,
is set to zero, no events of that type will appear on the
map product. When the same EVTSG variable is set to one,
that event type is enabled and whether or not events of
this type appear will be determined by the MG and AG settings
for the site-aircraft combination that describes the event.
Only if both the site and the aircraft ere gjraphic players,
and the event type is set to one, will the event symbol
appear
.
The variables BARG, PIEG, and MAPG, like the battle
history parameters which precede them, simply determine
whether a particular output product will be produced.
BARG set to one will produce a bar chart prciduct when the
ACPEN Graphics Program is run. In a sinilai* manner, PIEG
and MAPG set to one will allow the AGP progiram to produce
pie graph and map products. The variables IXORIG, IXMAX,
lYORIG, and lYMAX determine the map boundaries of the
initial map product produced by the AGP. The initial
x-origin and x-maximum coordinate values and the initial
y-origin and y-maximum coordinate values determine the
size of the first ACPEN map product.
It should be noted that BARG, PIEG, and MAPG determine
particular product outputs and cannot be altered from within
the AGP program. Each of the other variables can be inter-































AGP program produces the map. However, if MAPG is set to
zero, no map product will be drawn and the user will not
have the opportunity to vary the map parameters.
IV. Files Necessary to Produce Graphic Output
The following computer files are required in order to run
the ACPEN-G simulation model and to display the graphic pro-
ducts with the ACPEN Graphics Program:
1. ACPENG INPUT - The input file for the ACPEN-G
version of the ACPEN mode]., which has been modified
from the original model's input file to include the
graphics parameters. Thesje parameters determine the
graphics products to be produced and the composition
of the map product.
2. ACPENG TEXT - The compiled program of the
ACPEN-G version model which incorporates graphic
enhancem.ents . This is th'^ program referred to as
ACPSN-G in this manual.
3. ACPENG EXEC - The executive program used to
run the ACPENG Text program. It contains the
necessary library statements and file definitions
for the output files created by ACPENG program and
its input file. These files are:
ACPENG INPUT - The input data file
ACPENG OUTPUT - The model results output file
GPARAM ACPENG - Cont.aining graphics parameters
GDATA ACPENG - Containing model results
and event data
4. AGP TEXT - The compiled program of the ACPEN
Graphics Program, AGP, which utilizes DISSPLA to
produce the graphic products requested in the
ACPENG input file,
5. AGP EXEC - The executive program for running
the ACPEN Graphics Program, AGP. This file
includes the file definitions for both the input
and output files created and used by the AGP
program. The file definitions include:
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ACFENG INPUT - The input data file
ACPENG OUTPUT - The output file
GPARAJ-1 - Containing graphics parameters
GDATA - Containing model results
and event data
Terminal - For interactive communication
both input and output
One additional file, DISSLINK, is only necessary in order
to utilize a spocial preloaded computer code module, AGPMOD,
which expedites the production of graphic products. The
reason that the module, which can occupy up to 30% of one's
disk space, is faster is because it eliminates the time
consuming program loading step required when working through
the DISSPLA executive routine.
V. Obtaining Grap.'iics Displays and Hardcopy
The ACPEN-G model and the ACPEN Graphics Program run on
the IBM 3 70 Model 30 3 3 Attaclied Processor System at the
Naval Postgraduate School within the Virtual Machine (VM)
and Conversaticon Monitoring System (CMS) .
The ACPEN-G program can be run on any NPS user terminal
and creates an output file identical to that of the original
model. These results can be examined at the user's terminal
through the editing feature of the VM system or can be
printed by the main system IBM 1403 printers. In addition,
the files GPARAM and GDATA are produced.
There are two methods for obtaining graphics products
showing the results of the ACPEN-G simulation. The first is
to use the DISSPLA executive program available within the
VM/CMS system. This method can be slow when the computer is
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being heavily utilized because of a delay in loading the AGP
program. The second method uses the pre-loaded computer code
module, AGPJ40D , which eliminates the time consuming loading
process
.
To utilize either method to obtain graphic displays and
hard copies of the graphic products, users must utilize the
IBM 3277/Tektronic 618 Dual-Screen Terminals. These incorpo-
rate a dire-ct view storage tube display device and have an
adjacent Tektronix 46 31 Hard Copy Unit to obtain printed
pictures of the displays created.
To obtain graphic results, a user should use one of the
dual screen terminals and log into an account which contains
the files described in Section II. Turn on the Tektronix
618 displs.y device with the power switch clearly marked on
the front of the terminal. If hard copy results will be
required, also turn on the adjacent Tektronix 46 31 Hard Copy
Unit to allow it to warm up for at least five minutes. On
the terminal, start by requesting additional storage with
the command, 'DEFINE STOR IM'. This will give the one mega-
byte of storage necessary to run the large programs involved.
After reentering the CMS environment by issuing the command,
'I CMS', enter the command 'SET LDRTBLS 5' to define
additional loader tables necessary to run the deeply nested
graphics programs . Next the ACPEN-G input file may be
changed through the use of the screen editor. This may be
necessary in order to request graphics products and to set
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the composition of the initial map, if a map is requested.
Subsequently, the user should run the ACPEN-G model by
entering the command, 'ACPENG*. From this point, either of
the two methods may be used.
A. Graphics Through the DISSPLA Executive Program
To use the DISSPLA executive routine, enter the
command, 'DISSPLA', to enter the DISSPLA executive program.
When prompted for the file name of the Fortran program enter,
'AGP'. When this entry is accepted, the user will be prompted
for an additional library. No library is needed, therefore
merely press the enter key on the terminal. The next prompt
will be for additional disk space and since none is needed
again press only the enter key. Finally, the user will be
asked for additional filedefs. Respond with, 'EXEC AGP',
which will supply the filedefs and they will be echoed to
the screen. Clear the screen, if necessary, in response to
a 'MORE' prompt in the lower right corner of the terminal
screen, which will display the remaining file definitions,
then a single 'enter' command will result in the loading and
running of the program. A message indicating this will
appear on the screen, and after a sometimes lengthy delay,
the requested graphic products will appear on the Tektronix
screen.
As each display is drawn, the 'input inhibited'
indicator light on the right center of the terminal screen
will flash and the cursor will alternately appear on the
top and bottom left of the screen. When each product is
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completely drawn, the 'system available' prompt will illumi-
nate and the cursor will stabilize the lower left corner of
the terminal screen. At this time the user may examine
results on the Tektronix screen. If the display screen goes
blank after approximately two minutes, the picture may be
restored by pressing the button marked 'View' on the front
of the display device. Also a printed copy of the display
can be obtained by pressing the button marked 'Hard Copy'
on the front of the Tektronix device. Both displays and
hard copies are marked with a unique plot number to aid in
identifying the results with regard to model run and order
of graphics products.
When a user is ready to view the next graphic product,
he must press the enter key. The next product will then be
drawn. After the map product is drawn and the user presses
the enter key of the terminal, the user will be given the
choice to alter the map with the following prompt:
DO YOU WISH TO MAKE CHANGES TO THE MAP?
(ENTER "Y" OR "N")
If an 'N' is entered, the current picture displayed
will disappear from view and the program run is complete.
If a 'Y' is entered the following menu prompt will appear:
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. TO CHANGE GRAPHICS PARAMETERS
2. TO CHANGE MAP BOUNDARIES
3
.
NO MORE CHANGES , DRAW NEW MAP
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By entering one of the number choices, a user will
be able to make the indicated changes . When changing graphics
parameters, the prompt shown in Figure 5 will be repeated
until the user selects a '5', indicating a return to the
above menu. By entering row and column pairs, the user can
change any values and can also see the current status of all
graphics parameters. The column-wise letters below the table
remind the viewer of the types of events for each event ID
number.
When altering the map area to be depicted, the user
will see the prompt displayed in Figure 6 . Any single
boundary or all boundaries can be altered and after each
change the user can observe all of the current settings.
When all changes have been made, and the third choice
is selected from the main menu, 'NO MORE CHANGES, DRAW NEW
MAP', all of the user's parameters are rewritten to the GPARAM
file and a new map is created with the requested changes.
B. Graphics with the AGP Module
To utilize the AGPMOD module, after defining storage
and additional loader tables, enter 'DISSLINK'. This command
links the modular program to the required DISSPLA routines.
Next enter 'AGPMOD' and the first display should rapidly
appear on the Tektronix screen. As with the previous method,
press enter key to produce subsequent displays or to begin
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C. When Finished Using ACPEN Graphics
At the completion of using the AGP or AGPMOD to
create graphics products, follow the directions on tne front
on the Tektronix 618 by pressing the erase button three times
and turning the device off. If the hard copy machine was
utilized, remember to turn it off also. A summary of commands
is provided in Figure 7, for quick reference usa in entering
the commands to run the ACPEN-G and AGP programs.
VI . Interpretting the Map Product
The map product can be the most useful tool for analyzing
the results of the ACPEN simulation model. Using the map
product, the effects of aircraft speed and altitude can be
seen and the location of all aircraft-missile site interactions
can be selectively studied. Location of the missi.'.e sites is
depicted by numbered hexagons and each's associated maximum
missile and maximum radar detection ranges are represented by
concentric circles around the site. Airframe flight profiles
are depicted by lines connecting small numbered aircraft
symbols. All identification numbers associared wi.th symbols
are positioned to the right and slightly below thei symbols.
For the airframe maneuver points and the missile site loca-
tions, the numbers represent the airframe and site numbers
respectively
.
All other symbols on the map represent events as they
occur on the airframe tracks. The meaning of each event
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right of each event symbol identify the missile site number
associated with the event. Event symbols are grouped in the
legend into three categories corresponding to the types used
in the ACPEN model. Diamond shaped symbols depict detection
events, both detection set tc on and off; triangular symbols,
including the upright and inverteid overlapping pair, depict
intercept events; and, square syr.ibols depict fire events.
An aircraft killed syir±>cl, tJie dark square, actually
represents the fire event of whe.i the missile site assesses
the results as a killing intercept. The kill in fact occurs
at the time and position of the depicted intercept event.
Likewise, an aircraft not killed fire event represents the
position of the target airframe when the missile site
assesses the results of an unsuccessful intercept and attempts
to fire a subsequent m.issilo.
Finally, it is a feature of the ACPEN map that airframes
which are not successfully inte::cepted and killed are shown
with the small aircraft symbols pointing up toward the top
of the map. Airframes which are killed are represented by
an aircraft symbol pointing down. The direction the symbol
points for each airframe is the same for all maneuver events
of that airframe. It does not change in mid-profile when an
airframe is successfully intercepted.
VII. Altering the AGP Program and Creating a New Module
This section provides directions for creating a new
module, which is the quickest and most efficient means of
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producing graphic products. After changing computer code
in the AGP program use the following steps:
(1) Compile the new AGP program.
(2) Link to the DISSPLA routines with the command
'DISSLINK ', This requires use of the $LINK EXEC
file as well as. the DISSLINK EXEC file both of
which should be available.
(3) Define the necessary libraries with the single
command: 'GLOBAL TXTLIB F0RTM0D2 M0D2EEH
NONIiMSL CM3LIB INTLIB17 DISLIB GRFLIB ' .
(4) Load the new program with 'LOAD AGP'.
(5) When loading is complete, generate a new
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